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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
** The presentation is meant to be modular to accommodate the time needed for a particular event. The slide numbers are to help the presenter organize and manage the time of the presentation. Times for each section are approximate. The presenter may want to spend more or less time in a particular area. Ohio WARN Emergency Operations Slide Numbers1-5 Intro to OHWARN (5 min.)6-15 Website tour (10 min.)7 Utility Directory8 MAA16-38 OHWARN Activations (20-30 min.)16 List of Activations to date (notes are lengthy and detailed skip as needed)37-38 Closing slides39-59 Mini TTX: Activation Exercise/Drill (20 -45 min. depending on participation)56-57 Committee Member Slides58-59 Closing slides



Ohio WARN

 Introduction to OHWARN
 New Website Tour
 Case Studies
 Questions
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Presentation Notes
Introduction to OHWARNNew Website TourOther ActivationsMini TTX (if time allows)Photo: Tornado damaged House one half mile north of Ottawa WTP - 28 May 2019



Who We Are

No Obligation!!

 Ohio Water/Wastewater Response Network
 “Utilities Helping Utilities”

 130 Water and Wastewater Utilities in Ohio
 Networked with other WARNs (KYWARN, INWARN, etc.)
 One (1) Mutual Aid and Assistance Agreement
 40 Non-Utilities (EMAs, OEPA, ORWA, RCAP, ODPS, ODH, CISA)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Currently there are 130 utilities – more join every year.There is a nationwide network of state WARNs that are available if the resources aren’t available in Ohio.All of this is available with one signed OHWARN MAAOur partners include County EMAs, Ohio EPA, Ohio Rural Water, Ohio Rural Community Assistance Program, Ohio Department of Public Safety (which includes Ohio EMA, and Ohio Homeland Security), and Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency that is part of the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS)This all available for FREEThere is no obligation to respond to an alert – it is up to the utility. But if you have the resources consider helping because you would want another utility to help you in your time of need.*NOTE: See ORC Section 5502.29 Mutual emergency management assistance or aid agreements



What We Do
 Prepare for Emergencies
 Training
 Resources 

 Mutual aid & assistance
 Respond to Emergencies
 Alert for Resources
 Sent to all 170 members
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We help utilities prepare and respond to emergenciesOhio WARN offers training at our workshop and links to emergency response training by Ohio EMA and FEMA. We provided utilities with pandemic planning templates during COVID-19.We help utilities respond and recover from an emergency by connecting them with utilities that can send needed resources.An Alert sent from the OHWARN website sends an email to all members. When OEPA and OEMA receive it the request goes on their “Watch List” and is closely monitored. Member utilities can respond with personnel, equipment, and/or material.The Mutual Aid Agreement is the legal document that spells out how reimbursement of resources is handled, liability, worker compensation, and dispute resolution. 



Ohio WARN Activation

 Alert system
 www.ohwarn.org

 Contact Regional 
Coordinator
 NE, NW, SE, SW

 Contact Member Direct
 Utility Directory
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ohio WARN can be activated in any of three ways:Send an email blast to all 170 members through the Alert System on the websiteContact one of the Regional Coordinators or Steering Committee Members by phone or emailContact a member utility directly. The new Member Directory is linked to Google Maps and you can search for the members closest to you. 

http://www.ohwarn.org/


Searchable Utility Directory
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Click “UTILITY DIRECTORY” button at top of the page to go to the searchable member directory.Enter your ZIP Code and choose the search radius and number of results to find the member utility closest to you.Click on the pin to get contact information with directions or use the scroll bar on the left.



Mutual Aid Agreement
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Presentation Notes
The OHWARN MAA is patterned after the MAA of Fire and Police Departments in Ohio.It has been reviewed by the law departments of all the major cities in Ohio.The Mutual Aid Agreement is the legal document that spells out how reimbursement of resources is handled, liability, worker compensation, and dispute resolution. The MAA must be signed by the authorized parties in your community for it to be binding. Most communities will need an Ordinance or Resolution passed by their city council to accept the terms of the agreement.Once adopted, signed, and received by OHWARN it is equivalent to having 130 (and counting) MAAs. 



OHWARN Website – New and Improved

www.ohwarn.org
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The OHWARN website is new and improved. One of the things we wanted was for it to be mobile friendly so you can easily use it on your smart phone. (Remember I was working from my smart phone during the Dayton Tornado response and the old website wasn’t cutting it)Scan the QR Code with your smartphone camera to take a tour with me.



 Website Tour
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Presentation Notes
“Member Sign In”Registration for New Utilities or New UsersUtility Directory is linked to Google Maps. Turn on or Accept Location service to find Member closest to you.Click the scrolling Alert to view current AlertsResources has previous OHWARN workshops, templates, and training, Contact us for questions, problems, etc.Steering Committee Contact pageView the WARN In Action Video to learn how WARNs help communities.



 Forgot 
Password?

Use Numbers!
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Presentation Notes
You now can reset your password if you have forgotten it.You no longer need to contact us if your password is lost or forgotten.



New Member or User 
Registration 11

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For New Members or if you are a new User with a Ohio WARN Member Utility, click “Registration” at the top of the page.
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Enter your name and contact informationChoose your utility from the dropdown list.
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Presentation Notes
Use the dropdown to pick your utility or choose “Not Listed” if you are a new utility.
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If you are a new member whose utility is not listed.Complete utility informationChoose Utility Type from the dropdownWaterWastewaterWater and WastewaterNon-Utility
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Click “View Mutual Aid Agreement” if you don’t already have a signed agreement, print it, have it signed by the authorized person in your utility, then scan it.If you’re a utility and don’t have a signed MAA you can join, but you will have limited access until the signed MAA is uploaded.Non-Utilities do not complete the MAA and will have limited access.Limited Access – You will receive Alert emails from OHWARN.org, but you cannot view the Alerts page, send Alerts, or respond to Alerts (because there is no signed MAA).Click “Choose File” to upload your signed MAA – It must be signed before we can fully activate your utility account. Then add your signed MAA.Click “Submit”



Ohio WARN Activations in Detail
 2008 Hurricane Ike
 2013 Cleveland Coupling
 2014 Gallipolis Main Break
 2016 Logan Valve Break
 2017 Logan Main Break
 2018 Dayton WW Pump
 2019 Dayton Tornado
 2020 COVID-19 Pandemic
 2021 Cyber: Solarwinds
 2021 NWWSD Main break
 2022 Jackson, MS EMAC
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Aug 7  City of Cleveland Division of Water is in urgent need of two 24” Victaulics couplings. Request for assistance sent to all OHWARN members. Aug 8 sent to WARNS nationally. Aug 9 notified by City of Cleveland that parts had been located at a Hanson Pipe facility in CanadaLogan OH staff had been working 36 hrs. to locate and repair water main break and depressurization. Columbus DPU dispatched crew to assist locating and repair breakPortsmouth depressurization. Columbus DPU dispatched crew to assist locating and repair.Dayton Memorial Day tornados knocked out power to well field, two WTPs, and pump stations. Five utilities and EMAs responded with generators, electricians, and mechanicsIn response to the COVID-19 pandemic OHWARN provided utilities with pandemic plan templates and distributed over 65,000 masks through our 2021 Solarwinds cybersecurity incident affected ICS across the country. OHWARN provided updates from OEPA and CISA including workshops.2021 Nortwestenr Water & Sewer District had a main break where we reached out to systems across Ohio and the US to find Victaulic couplings



OH WARN in Action
 “Hurricanes don’t hit Ohio.”
 Hurricane Ike – 9/14/08
 Cincinnati, Columbus and 

Dayton metro areas were all 
strongly impacted 
Widespread power outages

 >1 Million Residents affected
 Roads and highways blocked
 Likely to last > 1 week
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Presentation Notes
September 14, 2008 – Hurricane IkeThe heaviest damage occurred roughly along a corridor extending along and just north of the Ohio River through Indiana and Kentucky, and along and just north of the I-71 corridor into central Ohio. The Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton metro areas were all strongly impacted.  Damage to trees and structures across this corridor was widespread and there were numerous injuries.”“Widespread power outages affecting more than 1 million people have been reported, and numerous roads and highways were blocked or closed due to debris and fallen power lines.  Total restoration of power will likely take a week or longer.”



2008 Hurricane Ike
 City of Fairborn 

 Initially lost power
 Power restored w/in 6 hours

 City of Hamilton 
 Sustained power outage
 Local contacts proved fruitless 
 Turned to OH WARN
 City of Fairborn responds
Portable generator 
4 Days 
350 Residents 

62,000

29 MG
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Presentation Notes
The City of Fairborn felt the initial punch and lost power over the entire city.  However much to our relief it was restored to all of our primary facilities within 6 hours.  Some of our neighbors were not as fortunate as we found out the next day when contacted by the City of Hamilton looking for a portable generator.  Since many of the communities immediately surrounding them were in similar circumstances, local contacts had proven fruitless so they turned to OH WARN.  As members, they were able to expand their search outside of their immediate area using the OH WARN membership directory.  This directory, accessible only by members, includes 24/7 emergency contact information for all participating agencies.Therefore, unit was picked up by Hamilton personnel within 2 hours of the initial contact.  It was deployed for four days at their East Reservoir Booster Station and was utilized to fill a 75,000 gallon elevated storage tank. without this generator approximately 350 residents would have been without water for several days while waiting on repairs from Duke Energy how the system can assist members in times of need no matter how small or large or distant your system.  Even though Fairborn is almost half the size of Hamilton, we both perform similar functions in our mission of providing drinking water to our customers.  No matter how big or small, we all have resources that may prove critical to other utilities in a time of crisis.*Note: Dayton was not a OHWARN member at the time. After experiencing power outages and wind damage from Ike. the city joined soon after. (Also began extensive ICS training department-wide)



Cleveland 7 August 2013 2:57 PM
Good afternoon Randy, 

The City of Cleveland Division of Water is in urgent need of two 24” Victaulics couplings. We 
have contacted Victaulic but have been informed it will take about a week before we can get 
them. We have had a failure on a 24” main coming out of one of our treatment plants that is 
affecting our entire First High pressure district.. We have implemented a workaround feed to 
temporarily supply the area but are not certain how well this will work – reverse flow, different 
pressures, etc. 

Can the WARN network be contacted to see if anyone has two of these: 24" Victaulic cplg style 
44 with E gasket, plated bolts and shop primer coated Part number C240044PE0. If someone 
does, we would need to talk with them on further details, as well as make arrangement to pick 
them up. They would get the new ones as soon as received. Please feel free to contact me with 
any questions. I can be reached at the below number until 4:30 pm, and at 216-??? anytime. You 
can also reach Kim Thompson, our Chief of Distribution at 216-348-7277 or by cell at 216-???-
????. I have copied him as well as our WARN representative, Payton Hall.
Thank you for your assistance

Melinda L. Raimann
Administrative Manager
Distribution & Maintenance
Cleveland Division of Water
216-664-2444 x 5638 
216-348-7292 (fax)
melinda_raimann@clevelandwater.com
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Presentation Notes
The City of Cleveland Division of Water is in urgent need of two 24” Victaulics couplings.  We have contacted Victaulic but have been informed it will take about a week before we can get them.  We have had a failure on a 24” main coming out of one of our treatment plants that is affecting our entire First High pressure district..  We have implemented a workaround feed to temporarily supply the area but are not certain how well this will work – reverse flow, different pressures, etc.  Can the WARN network be contacted to see if anyone has two of these: 24" Victaulic coupling style 44 with E gasket, plated bolts and shop primer coated   Part number C240044PE0.  If someone does, we would need to talk with them on further details, as well as make arrangement to pick them up.  They would get the new ones as soon as received.   Please feel free to contact me with any questions.  I can be reached at the below number until 4:30 pm, and at 216-??? anytime.  You can also reach Kim Thompson, our Chief of Distribution at 216-348-7277 or by cell at 216-???-????.  I have copied him as well as our WARN representative, Payton Hall.

mailto:melinda_raimann@clevelandwater.com


Cleveland 7 August 2013
 August 7th

 3:13 PM Copy of Request for assistance 
sent to all OHWARN members 

 August 8th
 8:22 AM inquired if any assistance had 

been received, only offer of gaskets.
 9:32 AM Forwarded request to 

INWARN, MIWARN, PAWARN, 
KYWARN, ILWARN, and National 
WARN.

 9:42 AM National WARN forwarded to 
all WARNS in Regions 1-7 
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August 7th3:13 PM Copy of Request for assistance sent to all OHWARN members August 8th8:22 AM inquired if any assistance had been received, only offer of gaskets.9:32 AM Forwarded request to Indiana, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Illinois, and Kevin Morley.9:42 AM Kevin Morley forwarded to all WARNS in Regions 1-7 



Cleveland 7 August 2013

 August 9th
 3:01 PM notified by City of Cleveland that parts had been located at a 

Hanson Pipe facility in Canada and were on a plane to them.

 3:12 PM All WARNS notified that request had been met.

 3:17 PM Kevin Morley also sent request to close all open requests for 
assistance on this matter.
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Presentation Notes
August 9th3:01 PM notified by City of Cleveland that parts had been located at a Hanson Pipe facility in Canada and were on a plane to them.3:12 PM All WARNS notified that request had been met.3:17 PM Kevin Morley also sent request to close all open requests for assistance on this matter.



Gallipolis - 2014
 June 2

 Large leak unknown
 Boil Advisory issued
 Located and capped main
 System continued to lose pressure

 June 3
 Gallia Co. EOC activated
 Fire Dept shuttled non-potable 

water to healthcare facilities
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Presentation Notes
June 2 the City of Gallipolis began losing water pressure due to a large leak in the system at an unknown location. As the day progressed the water system continued to lose water pressure to over 3,000 residential customers. The City of Gallipolis issued a Boil Water Advisory. . By the evening of 6-2-2015 the water company had located a large leak in a 12- inch main underneath the Chickamauga Creek. The water dept. called in C.I. Thornburg out of Huntington, WV, in an attempt to cap off the 12 inch main and divert it back thru the system. The cap was made, however, water loss was continuing from the system, again from an unknown location. Through the night the systems’ pressure continued to decrease and some areas were without water. The main reservoir on Mound Hill was empty and there was not enough pressure to refill it. The main area of water loss was in the Spring Valley area where there are three nursing home facilities, one assisted living facility and the main hospital for Gallia County as well as multiple retail businesses.June 3 EOC was activated. The primary goal was to get water to Holzer Medical Center, Three nursing homes, Fresnius Dialysis Center, and an assisted living facility. Holzer Medical Center operates off of a water tank storage system and the tank was approaching critical limits. The Gallia County EMA requested assistance from several county fire departments to bring in tankers and started shuttling non-potable water from the city’s water treatment plant as well as the nearby Village of Rio Grande. All facilities had bottled drinking water at beginning of crisis for patients.



Gallipolis - 2014
 June 4

 City believes leak repaired
 60% of city without water
 Bottled water distribution
 Showers and Sanitation Stations

 June 5
 System on-line– still losing 2 MGD
 Contact Ohio WARN
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
June 4: City advised they think they have the leak repaired. They are waiting to see if the system holds pressure. The City is still on a boil advisory. The OEMA coordinates with Red Cross and Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections (ODRC) to provide drinking water. ODRC deliver 21,000 pint-bags of water. The University of Rio Grande opened up there facility for persons needing to take showers. Portable toilets and sanitation stations were brought in and staged at various locations for residents to use. A temporary line was installed to bypass the main under Chickamauga CreekJune 5:  The water system was downed the night before and brought back on-line, however, there was still a large leak somewhere in the system which was losing approx. 2 million gallons  the Health Commissioner ordered all food preparation businesses to close. ORWA arrived with leak detection equipment and fire boats were launched to look for leaks in the Ohio River. The city requested more leak detection equipment, light bars, and repair crews. The city was urged to contact Ohio WARN for assistance.



Gallipolis - 2014
 June 6

 Agencies assist through OHWARN
 Crews assist with leak detection

 June 7-8
 Multiple agencies assisting
 Med Center on temporary source

 June 9 - 10
 Leak located and isolated

 June 11
 EOC Shutdown
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June 6 Situation stabilizing but leak still has not been located. Various lines were isolated and water was redirected to the main line. It was then reopened in an attempt to start filling the reservoir back up. The water distribution was reopened for the day with less of a crowd than previous days. Plenty of water on site from DRC as well as 10 skids of bottled water from OEMA. Additional crews came in later in the day to assist with the leak detection activities. Multiple agencies were calling in with offers to assist that had been monitoring the City’s request through Ohio Warn. June 7-8 . Water situation still stable. Multiple agencies still assisting in locating the leak.  Leak still appears to be in the south end of town. Water distribution hours have been reduced due to a decrease in public participation. ODRC has plenty of potable water at site. Holzer Medical Center now connected to a temporary water source from Gallia Rural Water. June 9 Water situation still stable. Water distribution reopened for the day. Recovery efforts began with OEMA. At approx. 16:00, an additional leak was located in an abandoned 12” line. The line was shut off and the system began building pressure. Boil advisory remains in effect until further notice. June 10 The leak has been located and isolated and the system continues to build pressure. The reservoir filled by about 4 ½ feet overnight. The boil water advisory shall continue OEPA will work on testing the water. The water distribution center will remain open until the boil advisory is lifted.June 11 The EOC has shut down operations. The Gallia county EMA continued to monitor the recovery situation over the next couple of weeks. Quote from AAR “Strength: Ohio WARN was a tremendous help in locating additional resources and personnel. Their assistance was invaluable and the experienced personnel were instrumental in assisting local personnel with locating the leak as well as equipment. Gallia County Rural Water Association was a big help and pulled out boundary stops to make things happen.”



Logan June 2016
 Columbus received request the 

morning of June 25,2016
 The entire city was under a state 

of emergency
 Boil advisory and water 

conservation order over 24 hours
 Logan was not OHWARN member 

at time
 Completed MAA
 Columbus dispatched 2:00 PM 
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Presentation Notes
On the morning of Saturday, June 25, 2016 the City of Columbus Division of Water received an urgent request from local and state agencies through the Ohio Water/Wastewater Agency Response Network (WARN) to provide the City of Logan, Ohio (Hocking County) mutual aid assistance with a water valve issue. The entire city was under a state of emergency, boil alert, and water conservation order for over 24 hours. City was not an OHWARN member at the time of the request. They completed the MAA and Columbus crew was dispatched by 2:00 pm the same day.Columbus was able to assist and complete repairs by that night.



Logan April 2017 Main Break

 Received call from OEPA
 10 ft split on 12 in PVC main
 Needed leak detection 
 Buried 20 ft 
 Columbus team responds
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Presentation Notes
The City of Logan was dealing with a major leak on a 12” mainline. Logan had been trying to locate a 12” PVC mainline all day. PVC can be very hard to locate if you don’t have accurate records or a perfect tracer wire to connect to and even harder if it is deep like thisThe excavation was already probably 45’ long x 20’ wide x 20’ deep. Columbus received a request for assistance in locating the water main and the water leak.When Columbus arrived the Logan, crew was still excavating but happened to find the water main just as we walked up on the jobsite. The 12” water main was about 20’ deep. Columbus and logan discussed the situation and came up with a plan to pinpoint a location for the water leak. The leak was not in the original excavation. Columbus leak detection crew setup the leak correlator and correlated and marked the leak as best they could having never shot a leak on 12” PVC.Using Columbus ground microphones in the area they pinpointed and marked the leak. It was the 3rd major break on the 12” PVC mainline in 2016 Columbus received confirmation back from OEPA that the Leak was found on our mark and it turned out to be a 10’ split on the main.One issue with a main 20’ deep is the problem of locating the main.Another issue having a water main 20’ deep is the possibility of a trench collapse. It happen to them and nobody was in the trench box.



Logan July 2017 Main Break

 8” Main Break
 Prevent depressurization
 Columbus dispatched 
 Temporary repairs July 26
 Permanent repairs July 27
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Logan July 2017 Main Break8” Main BreakTo prevent depressurization city wide Logan contacted City of Columbus through OHWARN The City of Columbus was able to assist with temporary repairs by the evening of  July 26On July 27 the City of Columbus returned to assist Logan completing permanent repairs to the main.



Dayton August 2018 WW Pump
 Lift Station Pumps failing 

 22,000 GPM, 50 ft head, 24 in. 

 No pump that size available in Ohio
 Request to other State WARNS

 ILWARN, INWARN, KYWARN, MIWARN, MNWARN, & TNWARN

 KYWARN - Louisville, KY
 Obtained pump within one week
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Presentation Notes
Tim Truman, SW Coordinator in 2018, while attending One Water Conference received a text message from Dayton’s wastewater division manager. The division was in the middle of a pump upgrade and replacement project at the main lift station. However, the pumps were failing before they could be replaced. The concern was that if Dayton was to receive a significant rain event there would be major flooding in the city if they did not have pumps available.They asked if I would send out a resource request through OHWARN for a wastewater pump. I asked him to send me specs of what they needed and I would send out the request. He texted back they needed a They needed a 22,000 gpm pump with 50-60 foot head and 24 inch discharge.  To borrow as opposed renting a pump of that size would be extremely costly for the short time they would need it as permanent pumps were ordered and on they way. I sent the request through OHWARN and since I was at One Water this was an opportunity to reach out to the large cities in Ohio to see if any were available. I soon discovered none of the largest cities in Ohio had that size pump available. I then forwarded the request to Kevin Morley, the National WARN rep, requesting it be sent to other state WARNs. He contacted me to confirm the specs of the pump and the situation in which it was needed. He then sent the request to ILWARN, INWARN, KYWARN, MIWARN, MNWARN, and TNWARN.Through KYWARN Louisville Water had a pump that size they had recently replaced and would loan it to Dayton if they would transport it and repair it. Dayton had the pump within one week of the original request. This arrangement also saved Dayton approximately $200,000 over renting the pump.



May 27-28, 2019 Tornadoes
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Tornado tracks in Miami Valley May 27-28, 201921 tornados in Ohio; 14 confirmed in Miami ValleyTwo tornados had downed power lines and destroyed the substation for Dayton’s Miami WTP, Pump Station, and Miami WF and the Ottawa WTP and Pump Station resulting in loss of both the primary and secondary electrical feeds to both treatment plants and well fields.When the Ottawa WTP lost power there was still  2MG water coming from the Mad WF two miles away. With no way to divert it the water popped the clear well access hatch and flooded the Ottawa WTP lower level shorting out all electrical gear.Photo: Supercell track May 27-28, 2019Photo: May 27, 2019 View of EF4 Tornado from across Great Miami River



02:37 May 28 OHWARN Request
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Presentation Notes
May 280237 – OWARN Request sent0426 – Montgomery County Environmental Services arrives with 500KW generator0433 – Dayton (TT) calls OHWARN SE Coordinator cell phone to request generators. Tina O’Grady actually answered her phone and said she would seek approval for Columbus to send resources0531 – Dayton (TT)  Received confirmation call from Columbus sending two generators (420 & 350 KW) and two electricians0719 – Dayton (TT)  Receive text from OHWARN Chair confirming generators being sent by Columbus &NEORSD asking what additional assistance needed0753 – NEORSD confirms they are putting together a team to provide assistance1404 – NEORSD emails cost estimate sheet to Dayton for two generators, one dump truck, one utility truck, SUV, two, electricians, mechanic, truck driver, and team leader1756 – Dayton (TT) Received call from State EOC confirming they were sending 300 KW generators and had a 1MW generator on standby. (I (TT) was at home and had just dozed off when call came)Photo: Montgomery County Environmental Services delivering generator 04:26 AM May 28, 2019



Memorial Day Tornadoes 2019
 Mutual Assistance

 Troy
 Fairborn
 MCES
 Columbus
 NEORSD (Cleveland)
 Union Co. EMA
 Montgomery Co. EMA
 OEMA Fairborn delivering generator
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Dayton received assistance from the following communities and organizations. – Troy, Fairborn, Montgomery County Environmental Services MCES, Columbus, NEORSD (Cleveland), Union Co. EMA, Montgomery Co. EMA, and OEMA Dayton had 29 generators onsite mainly to power the well field.Power was restore to the Miami WTP within 13 hrs. thanks to DP&LOttawa WTP was back on line within 36 hrs.Photo: Fairborn delivering generator May 28



2019 OHWARN Dayton Response
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Presentation Notes
29 generators were onsite May 27-June 3 Fairborn sent Operator, Mechanic, Maintenance, and ForemanTroy sent generatorColumbus dispatched three electricians, two equipment operators, two mechanics, and two generatorsMontgomery County dispatched two generatorsNEORSD sent crew of two electricians, two mechanics,, team leader, two generators, a dump truck, and utility vehicle. They were onsite for three days assisting with generators, damage assessment and repair on the electrical system at the Ottawa WTP  and shuttling resources between facilities.Through one MAA Dayton received mutual assistance from five communities. There were other communities that offered assistance, but they did not have generators of the size Dayton needed. Without the OHWARN MAA they would have needed separate MAAs with each.



COVID-19 2020

 Global pandemic
 WARN/FEMA/USEPA
 Set up 10 PODS
 Distributed >60,000 masks
 ORWA logged >2,000 mi.
 Assist with Pandemic Plans

Tim Ballard, ORWA delivering masks
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National WARN coordinated with FEMA and USEPA for state WARNs to receive 3 million masksOHWARN set up 10 Points of Distribution centers and ORWA Circuit Riders to distribute masksBellefontaine, Byesville, Columbus, Dayton, Delta, Hamler, Gallia Co. Rural Water, Madison Co. Water & Sewer, NEORSD, Northern Ohio Rural Water Association, Toledo, ORWAOHWARN obtained and distributed over 60,000 masks to water and wastewater systems across OhioORWA Circuit Riders logged over 2000 miles delivering to masks to small systemsAssisted communities with Pandemic Plans providing link to Ohio RCAP site Photo: Tim Ballard ORWA delivering masks



COVID-19 PODS

 Bellefontaine
 Byesville
 Columbus
 Dayton

 Delta
 Hamler
 Gallia Co. Rural Water
 Madison Co. Water & 

Sewer

 NEORSD 
 Northern Ohio Rural 

Water
 Toledo
 ORWA

THANK YOU!
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A big thanks to all the communities assisted with the distribution of masks.



2021 Cybersecurity 

 DHS/CISA
 Solarwinds Hack
Water Sector Workshop
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With the rise in computer hacks and ransomware attacks like Oldsmar, FLOne important new Ohio WARN member is the Department of Homeland Security/Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security AgencySent notices on the Solarwinds vulnerabilityCISA recently hosted a Cybersecurity Workshop for Ohio Water Utilities on potential vulnerabilities and mitigation steps to protect their IT infrastructure. Ohio WARN plans to host more events like this.We will be offering more products to help 



Northwestern Water & Sewer - Dec. 2021
Water main  leak 
 Critical user and Water tower

Request 2 Victaulic coupling
Request sent 
Ohio utilities unable to fulfill
Sent to other state WARNS
Offers  received out-of-state

NWWSD opted to weld joint
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NWWSD experienced a 24 inch water main leak affecting the local Chrysler stamping plant – a critical user – and a water tower.OHWARN received the request from NWWSD for two Victaulic couplings on Dec. 20, 2021 and we sent out the request through our website and began contacting the major cities in Ohio.By the afternoon of Dec. 21 we realize there are no Ohio utilities with two couplings – Toledo only had one available. The request was forwarded to National WARN.NWWSD received responses as far away as Maryland and TexasUltimately NWWSD decided to weld the joint because of misalignment of the pipe ends prevented proper installation of a couplingWe were disappointed WARN couldn’t get NWWSD the part they needed, but we were happy that utilities from Ohio and outside Ohio reached out to NWWSD to offer help in the way of advice



2022 Jackson, MS EMAC

 Failing WTP
 Inadequate AMP & funding
 Record rainfall
 Boil advisory

 GCWW sends team
 Assess equipment
 Prepare repair plan
 Assist in repairs
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After years of inadequate funding and asset management record rainfall caused the J.H. Fewell Plant in Jackson MS to fail.The distribution system also failed leaving residents without water.A boil advisory was issued for the City of Jackson The state declared a disaster and Mississippi EMA sent an Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC) request - EMAC offers assistance during governor-declared states of emergency or disaster through a responsive, straightforward system that allows states to send personnel, equipment, and commodities to assist with response and recovery efforts in other states. GCWW sent five employees – machinists, maintenance workers, instrument tech, & maintenance supervisor – to assist the, Jackson MS for two-week deployments.Assisted in assessing equipment and generating repair plans to get the system back online



Closing 

 The Ohio WARN membership is a must have

 The WARN system works regardless of system size

 Better to ask for help and not need it than to need help and 
not ask

 Resources and Training
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Presentation Notes
Every system needs a MAA because emergencies will occur and you will need help at some point. One Ohio WARN MAA is like having over 130 MAA’s The WARN system works no matter how small or large or distant your system!Small systems have helped large systems during emergencies – just depends on the resources needed and what they have availableBetter to ask for help and not need it than to need help and not askSeek help early during an emergency – your resources could run out, personnel get fatigued, or the emergency worsensYou can always change your mind if you get things under control and cancel the requestOhio WARN has resources on their website and we offer training or can direct you to emergency response training 



Ohio WARN Steering Committee
Position Name Organization Telephone Email

Chair Dana Moore Wadsworth 330-335-2832 dmoore@wadsworthcity.org

Vice Chair Tim Truman City of Dayton 937-333-6048 tim.truman@daytonohio.gov

Secretary John Corn NEORSD 216-641-3200 cornJ@neorsd.org

NE District 
Coordinator Becky Andrus Cleveland 216-563-7866 becky_andrus@clevelandwater.com

NW District 
Coordinator Chuck Campbell City of Toledo 419-466-6397 chuck.campbell@toledo.oh.gov

SE District 
Coordinator Christina Burden

Columbus 
Water

614-645-8508 ckburden@columbus.gov

SW District 
Coordinator James Blevins City of Dayton 937-333-5119 james.blevins@daytonohio.gov
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Current Ohio WARN Steering CommitteeNote: We are looking for a Northeast Coordinator! 

mailto:mreese@wadsworthcity.org
mailto:tim.truman@daytonohio.gov
mailto:mreese@wadsworthcity.org
mailto:ckburden@columbus.gov


Ohio WARN Advisors
Position Name Organization Telephone Email

Advisor 1 Joe Lawrie 
Todd Brandenburg

Ohio RCAP
216-409-8081
937-216-8387

jflawrie@glcap.org
tarandenburg@glcap.org

Advisor 2 Mike Copeland ORWA 740-260-6938 mike@ohioruralwater.org

Advisor 3 Carrie Winger
Spencer Lydon

Ohio EPA 614-644-3497  carrie.winger@epa.ohio.gov
Spencer.lydon@epa.ohio.gov

Advisor 4 Nedra Elseser
Jordan Sanderson

Ohio DPS 614-799-3654 nhavens@dps.ohio.gov
jmsanderson@dps.ohio.gov

Advisor 5 Danielle Kohan ODH 614-644-6224 danielle.kohan@odh.ohio.gov

Past Chair Randy J. Gilbert Greene 
County 937-562-7499 rgilbert@co.greene.oh.us

Liaison Lance Livesay American 
Water Lance.Livesay@amwater.com
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Our partners

mailto:jflawrie@glcap.org
mailto:tarandenburg@glcap.org
mailto:mike@ohioruralwater.org
mailto:carrie.winger@epa.ohio.gov
mailto:nhavens@dps.ohio.gov
mailto:danielle.kohan@odh.ohio.gov
mailto:rgilbert@co.greene.oh.us
mailto:Lance.Livesay@amwater.com


Contact Us
OhWARN.org
info@ohwarn.org

Meetings:
First Monday 10:30 AM via MS 
Teams
*Contact us to send you an 
invitation
Contact us if someone retires 
or leaves your organization!
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Presentation Notes
We welcome anyone to join our meetings. Currently meetings are the first Monday every month (except holidays then it’s the second Monday) held using Microsoft Teams so you can attend from your computer or smartphone with the free MS Teams App. IMPORTANT: If you have a User that has retired or left your organization, please contact us so we can remove him or her from the user list. Too many Dead email addresses adversely affect our email server and could prevent us from sending Alerts!

http://www.ohwarn.org/
mailto:info@ohwarn.org
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